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SUMMARY 

To understand how leadership operates, a study was made of 813 

decisions which were made in 41 projects in an open-country community of 

North Carolina. Some important relationships were found between processes 

of leadership and each of the following: (1) neighborhoods in which pro

jects occurred; (2) size of decisions which were being ma.de; (3)leacl.er

ahip statuses of persons who were making decisions; and (4) the success 

of the project. 

Neighborhood. Organized action in the community usually took 

place on a neighborhood basis, not a community basis. Of the four neigh

borhoods which made up the community, two neighborhoods undertook many 

projects and were generally successful in them, while two ... neighborhoods 

undertook fewer projects and these were not as uniformly successful. The 

two neighborhoods which undertook many projects were rather highly organ

ized, and each of them had an active Neighborhood Development Club. 

Size of decision. The size of decision, as measured by the ex

pected cost of carrying it out, was related to several factors~ 

Decisions about .!ill!:! was to be done were generally bigger than 

decisions about hQ!! it was to be done. 

Proposals fOr'big decisions were usually discussed more times 

than proposals for little deoisions. 

There was more disagreement over big decisions than over little 

ones. 

Big decisions were usually inade by. groups, n9t by single individ-

uals. 
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Leadership status. People who had a large part in making deci

sions usually held many offices and were on many committees. They were 

also generally thought of as highly influential people in their neighbor-

hoods. 

Among lay leaders, the same persons tended to make big and little 

decisions. The upper leaders of the community usually had a large part 

in making the little as well as the big decisions. 

When decisions were discussed in informal conversations, every-

body talked to everybody. The top lay leader in a neighborhoo~ might talk 

with other high rankipg lay leaders, but he would also talk with people 

who had pr_actically no influence. There was no widespread pattern of up

per leaders working through intermediate leaders to communicate indirectly 

with lower leaders. 

By contrast, some professional leaders tended to work through a 

few laymen to get programs across to the rank and file of citizens. 

Residents of the community tended to have somewhat the same 

leadership statuses as their close kinsmen. 

Success of project. Most of the projects achieved about what was 

originally intended. Some achieved less, and a few achieved more. The 

following things were related to achievement of the original goal: low 

cost of the project; backing of a formal organization; careful goal set

ting and planning; decisions by groups rath~r than individuals; agreement 

on decisions; decisions by upper formal leaders; and participation of 

professional leaders in decisions .• 

Practical implications. Some of the implications of the study 
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relate to; (1) identification of community leaders; (2) leadership 

training; and (3) planning community action. 



LEADERSHIP AND DECISION MAKING IN 

* RURAL.COMMONITYACTION-
~ : . 

·~ · .. 

Charles FreeraEin and Selz C~ Ma.yo ' 
Department of Rural Sociology 

- -

WY STUDY LEADERSHIP? 

Members_ of one organization decide that they need a hall for the 

group. With great enth'tlsia.sm they set to work., More volunteers come on 

·work days than had been hoped for, a.nd molte money is raised than had been 

expected. So as the work progresses, the plan gt'.Ows, and the orga.niza-

t_ion gets a. much better hall than they had originally planned for. . The 

community is juetly ~roudof the building. Yet an even better building 

might have been-produced for the same money and effort, if a more careful 
-· .. 

and. realistic plan __ had been drawn up beforehand. 

Several neighbors .. get together and decide that a roadside picnic 
. . . :· . . ' . . . . . 

place.would be.an asset to the community. _They are quite aure_what they 

want_, but not so sure about how to go a.bout_ getting it •. One of the men 

start_s painting a- 11pionic area" sign before the project is even brought 

up before one of the. organizations in the oo:mmunity for sponsorship. Mis

understandings arise, and people who might have .been most interested in 

* . . 
This is an interpretive SUIDJDarY of a study by Charles Freeman 

entitled Leadership in Rural Community Action: A Study of Decision Making, 
Doctoral Dissertation, Department of Rural Sociology, North Caroiina State 
College, 1956. The study was completed under the supervision of Selz c. 
Mairo, Professor of Rural Sociology. 
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the project hardly know what is being done. The following fall, grass 

takes over the picnic place• 

At the annual planning meeting of one neighborhood organization, 

it is decided that one of the projects for the year shall be for each 

farmer to plant at least one acre of improved hybrid corn. There have 

been many informal conversations leading up to the decision at the meet-

ing, The committee which is appointed for the corn project works through 

representatives on each road, so that they can get in touch with every 

farmer in the community. A small prize is offered as an.incentive to ll:J.-

crease corn yields. Through this rather simple but carefully thought out 

project, a permanent change is made in one farming practice in the· oommun-

ity, and people are more open to other new practices than they had been 

before. 

Why do some community projects succeed· and others fail?· Why do. 

some develop enthusiasm, while others lead to frustration? Why do some 

groups seem to know what they can do and do it, while others <;lo not judge 

their own strength, and miss ·the mark by either shooting over it or under 

it? 

Can a:ny light be thrown on these questions by seeing the ways 

different groups make decisions for projects? We would nee~ to know how 

they go about making different types of decisions. a:nd what arguments 

they use in support of those deoisions. We would also rieed to know what 
. . . . 

positions are held in the community by the people who· make_.different deci-
. , : .•·~-.- . - ' ' -. . . . . ' 

sions. Let us see who some .of the men and women. were who took part· in ' 

these three projects. 
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rn recent years Mr. A has taken a. growing interest in the one 

organization to wh.ich he belongs. Always recognized as a wilJ,i;ri.g and 

conscientious follower, Mr. A is now holding his first posi~ion of major 

responsibility as chairman of the committ~e to erect the organization's 
. . 

hall. The fact that the building program achieved much more than had 

been originally hoped has enlarged the community image of Mr. Ats leader-

ship. 

Mrs. B has little contact with organizations in the community, 

and she does not occupy any formal positions of leadership. When she be-

oame interested in the idea of a picnic area, she did not go to any of 

the organized groups in the community to present her idea. She went to 

her closest neighbors. In fact, she made some of the decisions for this 

project simply on her own, without talking with anyone. Was her failure 

to tttalk the project up" part of the reason the project failed? 

Mr. C is a member of many organizations in the community, and he 

holds some office or committee membership in almost all of them.. He is 

generally thought of as one of the top leaders in the community. The 

successful project to encourage pl~ting of improved corn grew out of a 

suggestion of his, and he was made chairman of the committee to head it 

up. He brought in others, so that most decisions were made by th_e group, 

not by him.alone. Mr· ·Chad a large part in the big decisions for the 

project,-. such a~ the original decision to initiate the scheme. He also.· 
.·,, 

had a 1arge.:part .in many of· the small details that had to be decided • 
. ,.,.: 

Mr. D,- a'professional leader, happens to be advisor to the organi

zation which undertook the three projects we have described. On the 
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building project, Mr •. D .was asked by Mr •. A to furnish plans. :But the 

building had already gene so far that the.plans could not be·used. Mr. D 

wa.s also asked by Mrs. B whether he did not think a good picnic place would 

be an asset to any community. He agreed ,that it would be. But he was 

never consulted about speoifio plans for the one Mrs. B had in mind. On 

the other hand,· Mr. D's advice was sought by Mr. C on many decfsions in 

oonnection with the corn project. He did not have the major responsi~ 

bility for any of the decisions, yet the information which he gave influ-
. •, t·• 

enoed many of the decisions which others made. 

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 

This is a. study of leadership in action. An open-country community 

in the Piedmont section of North Carolilla was chosen for analysis. Empha-

sis has been placed on leadership as·a group prooess--something whfoh.is 

* done--not as a personal quality of certain individuals~ Without·· a. group, 

there are no leaders; w~thout leaders, no group. In fact, this earl' be 
,- . 

1:3een in the definition J>f leadership which has been ·used: . ! 

Leadership is the process by which an individual 

influences a group of which he is a member in the making 

of decisions. 

* Gibb sums up the interpretation now taken by many students of : 
leadership, wnen he says: ''In fact, viewed in relation to the individual, 
leadership is not an attribute of the personality but a quality of.his 
role within a particular and .spec~fic social system •. Viewed· in relation 
to the group, leadership is a quality of its structure." Cecil A. Gibb, 
"The Principles and Tra:t, t~ of Leade;rship; 11· Journal of Abnormal and Social 
Ps~rohology-, 42: · 26i-268, July 1947. · 

~·~ ~ . . .· 
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An individual, then, is a leader to the extent 

that he inf'luenoei;i a group of which he is a member in the 

making of decisions. 

;And what. is decision makpig? .This is the determination of goals 

or. means .. o.f action. In group decision making,· leadership may be shared 

by a number of members ot the group. . E\Ter,y normal person is a leader at 

times and a follower at times. 

· . If leadership .refers to what people "do" rather than what they 

"are;" then it seems logical to place emphasis on the operation of commu

nity leadersh.ip through oommu,nity projects. Furthermore, if the important 

thing whic~.leadership "does" is related to decision making, then studies 

should be mad~. of' the way that community .groups make decisions for com.mu-

nity proj eots. 
,r 

· Accordingly,· this study deals primarily wi.,th. :what went on· in mak-

ing decisions for 41 community projects which were innovations--new types 

* of action for the groups which undertook them in this · oommuni ty. Ea.oh 

of ~he 41 ao~ions was madE:! tip of a number of .deoisions--e13.decisions in 

all. Different,.p~opl~ .. who l?.ad a;'part .. in ma.king these.decisions.were asked 

to tell, for ea.ch;::decision: what decision was made; how ·the decision was 

ma.de; why the decision was made; and who took part. in ma.king the decision. 

The main emphasis of the study was placed on the question of who 

ma.de decisions. Of course, this does not mean just the name of the per

son, or whether he was tall or short. The study was ~ot dealing in 

* Methods of study which were used are explained more fully in the 
appendix. 
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personalities. Rather, it means the positions that decision makers held . •. 

in the community. There are manycypes of positions or statuses a per-

son holds, which h~ve a bearing on whether he will assume leadership and . . . . ~·~· -

how h,e will ~xercise that leadership. 

To make it. easy to picture, we mey- think of leadership positions 
~ ' 

as arranged in a definite "structure," with certain persons having high 

positions and others having lo;wer posi tionei. In the present study an 

attempt was made to see.the roles of decision ma.king which were played by 

persons· in three types of leadership structures of the commun.ity: 

. Formal lay leadership, or the offio.es and 

.. committee memberships the person had~ · 

· Informal lay leadership, or the infiuenoe 
which others in the neighborhood thought 
the person had •. 

·" Professional ·leadership, for which the per
son was paid. 

Of course, the same individuals usually had position~ in two or . ·:_. .. 

three of these structures. For instance, a person who was -~gh in the 

formal leadership structure might have a middle position in the informal 

leaders~ip structure, 
.. ;· 

THIS -IS UNION COMMUNITY 

* "Union Community" is an op.eri-coun try agricultural community in 
hi' ... 

the Piedmont section of North Carolina. It ha.s a population of appr~xi-
. ·-~ . . . . . . . J: 

.. mately. 925, 800 white. people.,and 125 Negroes. Seventy-five percen.t of the 

* Names of the community and neighborhoods are fictitious. 
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families are engaged in agriculture full time? while another 10 peroent 

are part-time farmers. There is no center of population in Union, and 

there are no industries exoept a small sawmill. Most.of the nonagrioul-

tural workers commute to work outside the community. 

The comnnmity of Union is a loose confederation of four very dis-

tinot neighborhoods--three white neighborhoods, Center,Farmwell, and 

:Border, and one Negro neighborhood, Smallfield .• 

~ere are nineteen agencies and organizations located in the com-

munity, plus thirteen suborganizations within the churches. Twelve of the 

nineteen organizations operate on a neighborhood. basis. Organized action 

in the community, then, usually took place on a neighborhood basis rather 

than an over-all community basis. 

Center and-Farmwell neighborhoods were better integrated and more 

highly organized than the other two neighbo:t>hoods. They tmdertook }llOre 

community_projects, and their projects tended to be successru1. 

Distribution of Actions Studied by Neighborhood 

. Neighborhood 

Center 
Farmwell 
J3o!'.der ·. 
Smallfield 

Actions· 

.. 20 
14 
4 
:; 

Border and Smallfield neighborhoods were in rather peculiar posi

tions •. Border was split by the county line •. This meant that the children 

of the neighborhood went to two different schools, and adults dealt with 

two county agents and two home demonstration agents. It was difficult, if' 
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not impossible, 'to 'put up a' concerted front for getting so;me types of ' 

services. 

Smallfield was also split by the county. line. ~t perhaps more 

important, it was a neighborhood in transition• It was itself a combina. .. 
. . .. . 

tfon of two former neighborhoods with their separate schools, and it was 

apparently in the process of integration into a larger Negro· community 

which wa.s centered at the new consolidated school outsid.e of Union Com7 

munity. 

The one type of organization common to all four. neighborhoods was 

the church, with i'ts suborganizations. The two more· active neighborhoods, 

·Center and Farmwell, had neighborhood clubs,· with ~lubhouses •... These 

clubs were sponsored by the County Agricultural Workers' Council but 

operated as locally controlled units with professional leaders as advi-

sors. They had monthly neighborhood meetings and undertook programs on 

an annual· basis in competition with other similar clubs over the county. 

Ea.ch of the neighborhood clubs had, in addition to the usual slate of 

officers, a committee made up of people from the different areas of the 

neighborhood, ·through whom word could be gotten out to every resident ~d 

through whom reports on community projects could be made. 

Through the neighborhood clubs and other groups in the two more 

active neighborhoods, a number of new projects were undertaken every year. 

Many of these projects did not involve great.exEJense; and they:were usual-

ly carried out successfully. This seems to have been a major factor ill 

the greater activity of Center and Farmwell neighborhoods and in their.: .. · 

tendency to succeed ·in \.thatever they undertook. 
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:BIG AND LITTLE DECISIONS 

In a community project there are usually a few major decisions to 

set broad policy, and a great'-~.riy .. minor decisions to "spell out" specific 

tactics. In studying the 813 decisions making up 41 innovations for ac-

tion in Union community, decisions have been divided into three groups 
.. 

according to the expected cost of carrying them out: (1) little decisions, 

involving a cost under $10; (2) ~edium sized decisions, costing $10 to $99; 

and (3) big decisions, costing $100 and up. There were many more low cost 

than medium or high cost decision.a. 

Distributionof Decisions By 
Expected Cost 

. Under $10 
$10 .;.. $99 

·· $100 and up 

Decisions 

342 
281 
190 

Ends and means. Decisions were broken down into several ca.te

gories;.;.-thOse·r~latin{f to ends or goals of action, and those relating to 

means to achieve these goals. Decisions about means of action, in turn, 

were. broken down ''into those concerning facilities (things which would be 

helpful to the g.ro~p or person doing the job) and those concerning persons 

or roles (getting people to do things). 

The relatively few goal setting decisions were on the average 

larger, in terms of expense, than were decisions relating to means to 

achieve goals. Decisions allocating roles or persons were even smaller 

than those allocating facilities. In other words, people in Union tended 
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to make a few large decisions setting broad goals but many small deci;.. 

sions allocating means for achievement of those goals. 

· How man.y times was the proposal considered? After a proposal is 

made, some time elapses during which it is considered before the final 

choice is made to accept or reject the suggestion. For some decisions, 
. l . . 

such as that to erect a.buil~~g, people may discuss an idea again and 

again before making up their minds. For other decisions, such as that to 

put Mrs. X on a committeElt the whole process, from proposal to final choice, 

may take place on one ocqasion. 
. . 

The larger the idea is, in terms of the expected cost of carrying 

it out, the more times it is likely to be consid~redbefore a.· decision is 

reached. 

Percentage Distribution of Decisions 'b,y Cost of Decision 
and Number of Times the Proposal Was Considered 

No. of Times 
Proposal Was Cost .of Decision 

Considered Total Under $10 $10-$29 

Total No. 783 * 332 ·271 

Total Percent 100.0 100.0 100.0 

1 Time 57.9 73.2 57.6 

2-4 24.a 19.9 26;9 

5 or More 17.4 6.9 .15.5 

c = .49 
* . . 

$100.Up 

180 

100.0 

30.0 

30.6 

39.4 

The total nl.lmber of dec:1sions studied was 813•• The discrepancy 
in. total number o.f decisions resulted from incomplete· 'dB.ta on some deci
sions. 

·: .~} : :. ~ 
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How much disagreement was there? In any group, some decisiqns. 

are ma.de with no divieion of opinion expressed, either because everyone 

is in agreement or because nobody cares enough about the issue to. raise 

an objection. Other decisions are made in an atmosPl:lere of division, 

either friendly differences of opinion or bitt~r_di~greement. Where 

there is disagreement ;in discussion, it may be re1rolved so that there is 

unanimity in the final decision, or there may qe so~ m~mbers of the group 

who hold out until the end and are finally voted down or,. Q.isrega.rded. 

By far the majority of decisions in Union community were made with 

no reported disagreement. There was more disagreement.· over large deci

siqns than small ones. Furthermore, for the two lower cost ca.tegeries, 

division in discussion tended to be "patched up" before decisions were 

finally reached. For t,he biggest decisions, on the other hand, whatever 

disagreement arose usually remained until the decision was finally ma.de. 

Was the decieion ma.de by an individual or by a. group? Some deci

sions for community action are ma.de by one individual alone, while some 

are made by groups. They may be made by formal organizations or by sev

eral persons who nput their heads together" to think through a problem. 

It is mueh more common for little things than for big things to be decided 

by. individuals. 

WHO MAKES DECISIONS? 

Formal and informal lay leadershiE• What sort of people .make de

cisions for community projects? Are they people who hold offices in many 

organizations? Are they people who are generally recognized as leaders 
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in the community? Let us see f.irat what was done by·!& leaders--that 

is, people who were ni;>t b~;i.ng p~~.ctf~!\~.t~~h:-.~~a~:~;t>ship positions. ·Later 

we shall see the part play_ed l>Y professional--lea.<iers. 

Two aspects o'! ,~·aY.· ~ead~~~~ip,)J.!;tY,,e b.e.~n. distinguished in the 

present study--formal.and informal l~~dersP,ip. statuses. Formal leader

ship, expressed in a formal l~adersh:\pscore, refers to the holding of 

off.ice or committee.. ul.ember~~;Lp:i;i.n erny ... forma.l o.rganiza.tion which ineets in 

.. Union. Informal leadershiP. refers_, to ,1;.he . '~OQI,lllllUil,i,1;;y ::i.mage" of the per-
I • ' 

son's leadersh;ip, and is exprei,:ised in,~ info,;i:>mak::·laadership ~· 

These two are related. That is to say, there is a.·tendency for 

. p,eople who hold many offices to be thought of. as.· important leaders in the 

,community, and for persons who are thought of as leaders to hold offices. 
\" . 

J~ut this is not always tru:e,. In one neighborhood a very low relationship 

""~ .. :was found., and in the other three it was not near a one-to-one relation-"·.. . . 

. ·:·.ship. 

i.r..:.':.· • •. , Decision making. _People. who hold m~y . offio~t~).n U;t.~~n community 

. also generally have a large part in makmg decisions for community:·.pro- · 

.. jeots. But they do not alwa.ys have such a part. In the two more active 

. neighborhoods, Cen]~~\.an<;l. Farmwell, there was a closer relationship be

tween formal leadership a.cores and decision making scores than there was 

in the other two neighborhoods. Could it be that one reason these two 

neighborhoods take up many projects, and succeed in them, is that many 
. ~ ..... -·. 

decisions. go through the-, nor~ai channels, i.e. the elected officers of 

the orgahi.zatiqn1- .On .the o"J;he:i;- hand, it may be that the reverse is true, 

that people are put into offices because they are known really'to have a 
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good deal of influence on what goes on in the oomm,uni ty. ·. 

Neighborhood 

Correl!!_~on, of Formal Leadership Scores with 
Decision l\"'iaking Scores, by Nei&;hborhood 

No. of 
Persons y 

Union Community 210 • 49 
Center 92 .61 
Farmwell 57 •. 60 
:Border 40 .30 
Smallfield 21 ·.42 

P" ... 
'.001 

.001 

.001. 

.10 
•10 

··Persons who are thought of as. upper informal leaders do have a . 

greater part in making decisions for community· projects in Union: than do. 

persons who are thought of as lower. informal .leaders. Here again, the 

relationship is by no means perfect. Some of .the low correlations raise 

questions as to the adequacy of the method of judges' ratings as a way of 

locating community leaders. 

Neighborhood 

Center 
Farmwell 

.. :BOrder 
Smallfield 

Correlation of Informal Leadership Ranks with 
Decision MakingScores, by Neighborhood 

No. of Rank 
· Persons Correlation. · · 

31. .35 
23 .65 
37. ..19 
13 .o4 

', p( 

.20 

.01 

·-· . 

. Perhaps there are certain tYI>es of neighborhoods; similar to 

Farmwell, ill. w~i.~h .Pt;0ple realize quite clear].;y who their real. ~eade~s 

are. In Farmwell a fairly well-knit group, who a.greed on basic policies 
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for community programs, were making most decisions. Some other persons, 

who were quite capable, had little or no part in community decisions. It 

may be that, having a small group of major decision makers in the neigh

borho9d, Farmwell people could give a rather accurate rating of leader-

ship. 

Perhaps there are periods in the development of a neighborhood 

when more reliable rating can be obtained. Center had undergone a. commu-

nity crisis in connection with one project, and there was a considerable 

amount of criticism of persons who were caught up in the controversy. 

Some very active persons may not have been ranked as high on informal 

leadership·after this incident as they would have been before. 

Who makes big and little decision..§!.? Other studies have indicated 

that in some types of situations there are certain people who have major 

* policy decisions, while different people make minor decisions. However, 

in the open-country community of Union, it was found that the same persons 

who had a large part in making high cost decisions tended to have a large 

part in making low cost decisions as well. A correlation coefficient of 

.55 was found for individuals' scores on decisions costing under $10 and 

decisions costing $100 and up. There is not as much division of labor 

between makers of major and minor decisions in this rural community as was 

found by Hunter 4n a large city or by Barnard in a big business corporation. 

* For a study of decision making in a large urban center, see: 
Floyd Hunter, .Q2mmuni ty Power Structure: A Study of Decision Makers, Chapel 
Hill, N. c.: University of North Carolina Press, 1953· For a study of 
decision making in a bureaucracy, see: Chester I. Barnard, The Functio~! 
of the Executive, Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, l94o. 
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Who are these people who are making many of the low cost deci

sions for projects? They are often the top ranking leadersJ Formal 

leadership scores were almost, but not quite, as highly correlated with 

scores on low cost decisions as with scores on high cost decisions. 

Upper formal leaders had a bigger part in making decisions of all sizes. 

Muell the same pattern was found for informal leadership. The top 

informal leaders were'tending to make many low cost decisions, as well as 

many high cost decisions. " .· · 

Who·talks to whom? In the studies by Hunter and Barnard, referred 

to above, it was found that, a.long with the distinction between makers· of 

major· and minor decisions, there were rather definite patterns of inter

action. Qnefeature of. these patterns was that the top leaders talked 

with one another and with middle level leaders, but very seldom talked 

with lower lead.era in making· decisions for group action. Middle level 

leaders talked with top leaders and with one another, and also talked with 

lower leaders. · 

In Union, however, top laylea.ders (whether-measured in terms of 

formal leadership score, informal leadership rank, or decision making 

score) were in direct contact with other people all the wa.y·up and down 

the leadership structure. Many examples could be cited of upper leaders 

discussing community projects with persons who exercised little leadership. 

,, Professional leaders. In the. course of this study, twenty..,;five 

professional leaders were mentioned as having· ta.ken part in decision ma.k

ing for community projects,; Laymen reco-anized a.number of these·profes• 

sional persons as key leaders, and several of them rated ·veey high ·on·, .. · .. 
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decision making. Professional leaders were orediteq. With making the 
I ' ' i · 

original proposals for fifteen of the forty-one actions whioh were 

studied. 
. .. ;· . ' 

The professional leader is in a special position andusua.lly bas 

a role in community action which is di,fferent from that of' the lay leader. 

Not only is he paid for his work, but he usually lives outside the commu-

ni ty, and he may be connected with it for only a few years, moving on to 

other areas when opportunities opeu up. For these and other reasons, his 

relationship to lay leaders is different in some respects from the rela-

tionship of lay leaders to one another. 

Some of the professional leaders who were connected with Union 

community consciously worked through high ranking.lay leaders to influence 

others·in the community indirectly. This was in contrast to.the way la,y 

leaders operated, which has been mentioned above, talking with both high 

and low ranking leaders when decisions were to be made. 

In connection with some of the formal organizations in Center and 

Farmwell neighborhoods particularly, professional advisors would usually 

talk over with chairmen·the proposals which were to come up ·in.meetings, 

and the chairmen often presented the proposals. 

WHAT MAKES A SUCCESSFUL PROJECT? 

Any group wants its project to succeed. In the present study an 

attempt was made to classify projects on the basis of the extent to which 

they suoceeded--that is, the extent to which the final product was the 

same as the goal the·group had in:mind just before they started actual 
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execution of the project. · It was found. that··tliirty, of the: forty-one pro

je~ts had achieved subst~tially what was originally intended,' while·· 

eleven had not. Of these eleven, eight had achieved less than theorigi-

nal go~, while. three had achieved more th~ .. ..:th-e original goal. Of 

course, the community was.especially proud of. the projects which had 

achieved more than had been expected. On th.e·other.hand, these projects .. . . 

might have accomplished more for the money and· effort. if .. they had been· 

more carefully planned before exec1;1t;on began.;: ··· 
• . I ~ . 

. What are.: some of the factors .connected with. achievement of the 

goal of action? 

Low cost pro.jec1§.. · In general, low cost projects achieved thei1' · .· 

* goals more than high cost projects diQ.. .. This InatY be one reason .that tbe' ·· · 

two more active neighborhoods tended to have successful projects •... They 

tllldertook a large number of small projects, which. tended to be successful~ · 

With their experience in small, successful projects; they were able to 

undertake larger projects and complete them successfully •. 

Backing of a formal organization. Only six ·of the forty-one inno

ve. tions .in community action 'had been undertaken by informal groups without 

the backing of any formal organization. Yet three of these six were tin-

successful, achieving less than was originally, intended •. Perhaps the 

failure .to use ,the resources which community organizations;might have of-

f'ered was partly.responsible for the lack of success of these projects. 

There were projects undertaken by informal groups in· Center and Farmwell 

* ., .. · .... 
. Of· 18 projects costing under $500, fifteen achieved the or_iginal 

goal •.. Of 12 projects costing $5,00-·$4,9,9,9,: niJle.aohieved the goal~: Of 
11 projec-ts cos·.ting $5,000•up, ·six achieved the goal. 
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which might have failed if formal organizations had not taken them up in 

time. In :Border there simply were no organizations to "carry the ball," 

so some efforts failed. 

Careful ggal setting and planning.; In general, the people of 

Union community knew quite specifically~ they wanted to achieve before 

they started actually executing oommuni ty projects. However, they were 

not always specific in their plans for~ they wanted to achieve these 

things. They sometimes accepted·. an idea rather ·quickly, without discuss

ing very far just how practical it was. For Union community during the 

period of these actions, setting of specific goals was not a major problem 

as far as goal achievement was concerned. l3ut ·iJome projects seem not to 

h8.ve achieved their goals because of lack of exploration of the type of 

goal which would meet the community's needs, lack of exploration of means 

and conditions to achieve goals, and failure to set specific plans before 

beginning execution of projects. 

Decisions by groups. In those actions which achieved less than 

the original goal, there was a·tendency for decisions to be made by single 

individuals rather than by groups, either formal or informal. In those 

which accomplished the original goal, there was a tendency for decisions 

to be made by groups. There was a very decided tendency, in the actions 

which achieved more than originally expected, for decisions to be made by 

groups. This may be related to the great enthusiasm with which these pro

jects were carried out. 

Ag?;eement on decisions. Less division of opinion was reported for 

the decisions in.projects which achieved the goSJ. than for those which 
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achieved either,more or less •. Furtnermore,·wbat disagreement there.was 

tended· to be·resolved before decieions·.were·ma.de definit.Eu ·· On .... the other 

hand, f.or. the· ·actions which failed to .:·a.chi eve· goals a.s·. well -.as·· for: those 

.. which a.dhieved. more than intel1ded, . there were : more ·disagree.men ts which· · 

remained un:re.solved than there were which were ·settled before reaching a 

decision.<.·. .· ..... _· 

Why. is disagreemen:t related to failure to achieve tbe· original 

c:goal? · La.ck of agreement may Tead to. fail\U'e .to achieve goals .. · For in

stance, one particular project waEf simply dropped afte:r.. it :bad b.een going 

for a tew ·weeks because. the pers.o~ _who ha.ct~~ put in. oha;'.ge could not 

come .. to an agreement with others:a.bout·a number.of ·details •. On: the other 

·hand, ,the relationship between dis.~eement may be quite .a.. different one. 

Disa:greements may break out· when it is'. found .·:that the ·group:. is not acoom-

plisbing what it set out to do •. For ·in_st~oe, some of the projects which 

dragged on and on led to apathy and fi~lly ·to petty bick~ring, making· it 

. ·harder for the: communj.ty to get together on any future projec.t. 

:. :, Decisions b:y upper formal leaders •.. If u,pper formal. leaders take 

much part .in deoi'sions ·for a. project, the project is mor.e .likely to suo-

oeed. ·.For Union comnnmity a.a a whole,· correlation of individuals' formal. 

leadership scores was highest .with their .scores on ·.decision .ma.king for ·. 

a.otiont:1 which aohie_ved the·:goal ·as set (r = .45);. it· was lowest for. 

action·s whioh aohieved less than, the goal (r = .11); and; it was ~ter- ' 

media.ta for actions whioh a.ohieved. more than the goal (r .= .37).< 
-

Inf:orma.1 leadership. No definit$ relationship was foun.d. between 

informal leadership ra.nkof deoision.ma.k;ere\~d goal·aohi~~ent.of 
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actions. However, for Cer1ter and Fa.rmwell there was a. slight tendency 

for informal leadership to be more closely related to participation in 

actions achieving more than the or.iginal goal than it wa.s to participa

tion in actions achieving just what was originally aimed at. This raises 

the question whether in these two neighborhoods, the 0 community image" of 

leaders may be affected more by participation in the few dramatic, some

times ill-planned actions in which more than.the original goal is accom

plished, than it is by participation in deliberate, carefully planned 

actions which achieve the goal originally set• 

ParticiRation of professional leaders. In Union community, pro

jects in which professional leaders participated were more likely to 

achieve the goals originally set. There were twenty projects .in which as 

much as ten percent of decision making was attributed to professional 

leaders. Out of these twenty projects, eighteen achieved the origfual 

goal, while only two achieved less. 

It appears that there were two different ways in which lay leaders 

failed to use the resources of professional leadership. In the case of 

actions which achieved less than the goal, professional leaders seem to 

have been consulted on very general goals and plans, but their advise was 

not· sought in making.detailed plans for aotiona On the other hand, in 

the case of actions which achieved more than the goal, professional 

leaders' advice seems to have been sought on rather inconsequential mat

ters, not in setting over-all goals and plans. 

Amount of participation by professional leaders is not the whole 

story. The ~ in which they influence decisions is perhaps more 
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important. Both.of.the :unsuccessful actions in which professional leaders 

had··a. major part were handled in a rather authoritarian .manner. In one 

instance 'the group. in Union oommuni ty was simply informed that the project 

had been initiated a;t:the oountylevel and it was assumed that they would 

take part. In ·the other instance{ a professional leader had not prepared 

the way by informal conversations before suggesting a project. The lay-

man who· was asked to assume leadership did·so reluctantly but soon dropped 

it, and···the project ·.failed. 

Those :Pro'jects in which professional leaders .participated most 

'were the ;sa~e ones in which. goal setting and planning were. done very care

fully •.. ·It seems probable that professional. leaders were encouraging ley · 

leaders to ezj>lore possible projects before plunging into them, and that 

this was one factor in the achievement of goals. 

LEADERSHIP AND KINSHIP 

· This study was started on the asstimption that leadership is not a 

quality which·an individual possesses; but is a process of group .interao• 

t:i;on. It is not something that a person "is," but something that he "does" 

in. groups. Comm.unity leadership roles are learned, just as other roles . 

are learned; and they are related to the other things which a person does. 

· .·· · It was .·.expeo.ted that, in an open-country community such as Union, 

leadership would be related tokinship•..;.thatis, people who are close kin 

to 'one another. would have similar leadership positions. This does not , 

imply that leadership is a quality which is inherited, as blue eyes are 

inherited. It implies, rather, that. the family is ·one of the places ·iii,.' 
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whieh a person·learns to assume leadership.· The community expeots the 

son of a community leader to take the lead himself. . And the son grows up 

expecting to be given positions of leadership. He ma:y get from his 

parents or older brothers and sisters some of the knowledge and skills 

whioh will enable him to assume a position of leadership in community af

fairs. 

However, it would not be expected that everyone's leadership posi

tions would be similar to those of their near relatives. There is con

stant change in family fortunes. In .American society a high value is 

placed upon being able to "rise from the ranks," and our changing economic 

and social systems demand that people learn to fill new types of positions. 

It was found in Union community that individuals usually had 

leadership positions which were similar to their near relatives' leader

ship positions. That is, if a person held a. high number of offices and 

committee memberships, most of his brothers and sisters, his parents, his 

wife, and his children who lived in the same neighborhood would usually 

hold many offices and committee memberships. If they were low, he was 

usually low. The same was true for close relatives• informal leadership 

and for decision making scores. 

Kinship, of course, is not the only factor in leadership. There 

were some people whose leadership statuses did not correspond to that of 

their near.kinsmen. Two such instances occurred in Center. But it does 

seem that the Union eommUn.ity family relationships are one of the impor

tant factors in preparing people to accept positions,of leadership, and in 

influencing the community to put people in such positions. 
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SOME PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS 

' ' 

A number of praotical implications arise from this stuey;:.-pointers 

for.finding and developing leadership and for planning community action •. 
... . 

· Identification of community leaders. Effective work in a. commu-

ni ty often requires identification of persons who are exercising leader-· 
·, .. : 

ship.. The present study would indicate that real leaders are not to be · 

looked for behind the scenes. They are, for the most part, the men and·. 

women who are known to take part in community projects and are making not 

only major decisions but minor decisions as welt.. If even minor decisions 

·are traced to ~heir sources, it will be found that the people who are mak-

ing them are also often making major decisions. 

On the other hand, the identification of major leaders cannot al-

ways safely be based upon the judgment of a few individuals, not even 

knowledgeable people. In some situations, people seem to know who the 

decision makers ar~; in others, they may be mistaken. Laymen's judgments 

of who top leaders are should certainly be taken into account,· but should 

be checked by other criteria, such as actual participation in decisions 

for community.action. 

Where an individual has a major part in decision making, his close 

···relatives-will probably also have more part than the average citizen. 
· ... -: 

There aremany exceptions, but this is a useful rule of thumb for prelim-

inary .identification of possible leaders. 

··Leadership training. 
\ .. 

Finding people wh.o are already assuming 

··roles of ·leadership is .only the beginning of the job. It is at least as 
'_ ;_,: . : .. ~ 

important to train leaders, both the people who are already· in leadership 
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positions and those who might assume more responsibility in this respecto 

The relationship between kinship and leadership need not imply a 

static situation, It also indicates that a family approach to leadership 

training may open up undeveloped.1,eadership potentialities. Thus, the 

fact that one member of a family is accepting decision making responsi-

bilities may be an indication that others in the family could be given 

more leadership responsibilities. In a community such as Union, there 

are considerable possibilities for development of leadership, and this 

may be one of the ways in which it can be done. 

Professional leaders need to get across to lay leaders a greater 

understanding of the relationship between professional and lay leadership. 

It is evident that laymen in Unj.on understand to a large extent what the 

resources available through some professional leadership channels are--

especially the ideas for community action which they can get from profes-

sional workers. However, a broader understanding of ~ and !:!21'! to use 

these resources should make it possible to plan actions ahead more care-

fully than is being done in some cases. 

In a community such as Union, there is value in upper leaders' 

having direct contact not only with intermediate leaders but with people 

in lower positions in the leadership structure. This pattern of broad 

contacts should not be lightly undermined. However, the demands of effi-

cient community action sometimes make it difficult or impossible for upper 

leaders to be in contact with a large number of people., This may be a. 
. . . . 

g-rowing problem in communities in which there is an ilicreasing number of 

community actions. In such a situation, professional leaders can help 
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lay leaders to thinkthrough·the implications of delegating responsibil-
. . . '. 

. ....... 
ity and of E1~tablishing indirect· contact with a large number of people 

,_, .. 

through intermediate .l.eaders.· Professional ieaders can show how they 

themselves have found.this indirect oontaoi·~· ~ffective resolution of 

the dilemma :between "spreading themselves 'th.in" or using authoritarian 

methods .of getting things.done. Orie way to work through intermediates 

would be to makem.ore use·of the existing committees which represent dif-
.. . 

ferent areas of neighborhoods such as Center and Farmwell. 

Planning community. action~ : Leadership training is inseparably. 

connected with community action and means nothing without it. The f()l.l,?~

ing suggestions about planning community action may point up this partic .... 
•,· :.•. 

ular phase of developing leadership. 

The present study indicates the importance of the neighborhood 

base of group action., In this particular community, action is almost en-. 

tirely on a neighborhood basis. Where people of one neighborhood are 

divided in their loyalty to two communities,·little effective action maybe 

expected. County lines do not necessarily coincide with divisions between 

locality groups. Where administrative lines can be drawn to follow neigh-

borbood and community boundaries, and to make larger communities out of 

total neighborhoods, it should facilitate community action. 

The study indicates some of the resources in a rural community, 

which are available to pro.fessional workers who will use them. The two 

neighborhood clubs and the churches are among the most active and influ-

ential groups in the community. Through them some of the professional 

leaders have been able to get programs :acr·o~s' very eff~ctively. :Sy 

,' .. 
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"ciomparison, some other professional leaders t programs operate almost .. 

entirely through individual contacts, not through local groups. They 

miss the potential· resources of formal and informal community groups, 

which could help them in carrying out their programs. 

Attention to the organizational base of community action should 

make for more effective programs. Where appropriate organizations exist, 

action should normally be channeled through them rather than bypassing 

them. And where there is no organization to undertake certain types of 

action, it may be more important to develop the necessary organizational 

machinery over a. period of years than to attempt some action which is 

foredoomed to failure because the resources of the neighborhood cannot be 

cha,nnelized. 

It should help, in planning actions, to see•eachproject as a 

total process. It seems especially important that the interrelationship 

of goals and plans be understood. The most worthy goal means little until 

plans ar.e developed :for reaching it. Q'Ver-all plans as well as over-all 

goals need to be .decided before execution of projects is begun. 

In evaluating goal achievement, it is im;portant to realize the 

differ.eflce between. achievement of the goal as originally intended and 

achievement of more .than th,e goal, and to judge most types of, action in 

terms of correspondence of product With original goal--not more, not less. 

Community groups should realize that achievement of more than the go.al 

may 4enote poor planning. 

Community groups should see beyond' the projects which they a.re 

working oh at an:y particular moment, to the sequence of actions over a 
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period of time. Regular planning of actions, usually on a yearly basis, 
· .... · ·- .· ' 

should make fO~ effeot:ive use. Of resources •. And ·a ·aeries· Of relat~'d pro-· 

jects ove~ a period ~4 yea.rs, e~oh plSnned as a· unit,. _yet seen in rela

tion to one another, ~ight be a"n al temative to veey large proje~t-s whioh 
·-,::·:.:· .. 

attempt to do more than oan be'envisaged a.tone tim~. 
:, .. , 

Finally, the exp~ri~oe ~f the two more a.O:ti.ve n'.eighbo~hoods sug: 
. ' ;· 

gests the value of a series of small projects, .;,hioh ··depend upo~ local 
:; " 

resources and call for decisions ·wi thiri the neighbO":fhood. With such ac- · 
:·_ ~ ,; ::· 

tions going on all the time, people iearn what their r~soliroes ··az.e· and 
·-·· '•. ··' :· 

get practice· in coopera.tiori°~· so that whe~ tbey· .do decide ~~ .:~ maj·or action, 
- . . ~ ,. ' 

...: .. . . . ~ 

they know how to go about.it. They can plan an action realisticaily, exe-
~ ... : : . · ... :.:.-·· ., ; ' · .. ,_ . .·.. .: . ~: 

cute it, and come out with a product very much.like what they originally 

had in mind. 

. 'APPENDIX~ METHODS OF STUDY 

This is a case study of one oomlnuni~:from the· point of view of 

leadership in community action. All ~t~ were oolle_o:t;~d in personal in

terviews d.uring a. seven-month period of 1953-54. Respondents were chosen 
. '• .. '. . 

·'·on the·ba.s-is of theil'" supposed knowledge .of. rel~vant fa(lts ... •whioh meant, 
. ' ' .. , . .,•, . 

. in prao tice,. largely on the ·basts of .th_eir ·part · in making . d~Qi.Sions for . 

·. the pro.jeots which were· studied..:_ .· 

. The major types. of. ii'lf'orma.tion gathered for th:e. ;study were: .. · 

(l) general da. ta on the ; communi ~ ~d . eao:q. neigh'Porhood, as background ' 
., • ·• ''· •,,,I .• ' •' •·• ' ' ., ': • .... 

. informs.ti.on on the. situa~ioxr -which ·acting· groups·.,taoed;<{2) a: list of · 
. . . • ·.. . • . . • '. . ; . . . . . ... ~ . ·.• i. 

projec-ts which. took place iri, the ~o.o~i.ty, durµig a .. peri~cVof'. approximately 
•..•• ,. • ···:· . '.• . ·; .' r ,· : . • . 

. .. . . . . . . ... ;,• 



two yea.rs, and detailed information on processes of decision making for 

new .types of projects which were undertak~ by a:ny g?-oup; (3) informa

tion on the major leadership st:ru.ctures--forma.l lay leadership, informal 

10\Y' leadership, and professional leadership; and (4) kin relationships.· 
·;. 

within each neighborhood. 
. . 

Three major summary measures were devised for those parts of the 

data which relate to the present bulletin: (l) formal leadership score, 

(2) informal leadership rank, and (;) decision making score. 

l. Formal leadership scores were tabulated for each individual 
. ~'. 

in the community on the basis of his formal positions, during a two-year 

period, in all organizations which meet within the community. .Arbitrary 

weights were given for four different types of positions: 

Position 

· President of organization 

Other officer 

Oha.irnia.n of committee 

Other oommi tte·e .member 

I 

: .. · ,•_ 

Weight 

4 

3 

l 

Persons making high formal'. leadership scores may be referred. to 

as upper formal' leaders; those making.low scores; as lower formal leaders. 

2•·. Informal leadership ranks a.re designed to .J;'.epresent the "com

munity image" of the relative parts_wbicb.a number of selected individua.ls 

had in making major decisions . for action. · .Near . the end of the period of 

field work, the interviewer drew up a list of a~ut thirty leaders in each 

neighborhood. He. then: asked four persons , in each neighborhood, who had 

.broad knowledge .of recent community.~ot,iviti_es,. ~~o a.ct a.a judges. They 
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.were .. requested. to rate the names of leaders ,in their own neighbo.r:Q.oods · 

according to · the part they had in ma.king major decisions for oc:m:m1.mi ty 

action. 'Informa.Llea.dership rank was then calcula.ted:on the.basis.of.the 

average .ra.tillg given by the four ·judges to each individual• · 

· · 3. Decision ma.king scores were calculated, .for all in(lividuals 

known to have taken: pa.rt in decisions,. on the basis _of :·data ~pstra.oted 

from. intensive interviews concerning certain community aot;t..ol).s.,. In,fo.rma.-

·· tion ·was' obtained on 41 actions undertaken·by organiz~tions:and inf'ormaj. 

groups' in the communi.ty, which were innovations· fo.r,;tbe act~ :.groups. 

This information covered: (1) description of action, including, _1;qtal. 00111t; 

(2) introduction of ideas; (3) decisions; and (4) goal aohievement and 

consequences •. : For ~13 decisions making· up the 4l·:aotions, ;i.nf9rma.tion 

was obtained, through .a series.~f' open:-end quest.ic>n~·•· on what decision 

was made, how and why the decision was made,· and who took pt,irt in the de-
. . . 

Oision--that is, Wrult leadership statuses decision-~ers OOCUpied. 

Each decision was redu~ed to a monetary fi~e·on the basis of the 

expeoteci ·co.st bf oarr.Ving it out •. ·· The expected oost .of $llY, decision in

cluded.:· (i) ·cash· expenditure,. (2) money equivalent to ·dQna'\;ed materials, 

and (~) man-hours of volunteer work, figured at a. dollar. an houl'• .. In the 

.. analy~is of decisions by cost, three categories have been used:' (1) low 

cost of. "li:t;tlE:l''-decisions, .invoiving·a· cost of under. $io; (2) medium 
.·· . .· ,. ,',' -

cost·. deci~ions:, 09sting ~o to $99.; :and (')·high cost ~r· ~"bj_~•; ·de()i~ions, 
~ •• ~ • • ~ .,. • • • • >. 

. ' . 
. costing t..oo.: or more. It was assumed that expected ·oos:t; of execution is 

·;;. 
. -~ 

a rough measure of the importance of a decision. 

Decision making scores were tabulated for each individual who 
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wa.s known to have had any part in making decisions for the 41 innovations 

which were studied during a period of approximately two years. Decision 

Making Scores took into account: (1) six<itemsof behavior in decision 

making and (2) expected cost of decisions ill which the. person took part •. 

Ea.oh individual's score on any particular decision was calculated 

on the basis of six possible items of behavior, which were assign.edarbi

* trary weights. These six items, which were found to distinguish between 

the first and fourth quartiles of decision makers a.t the .02 level of prob-

ability or less, included information on whether the individual did the 

following: 

~ Weight 

Took any part in decision 1 
If decision was considered on only one occa-

sion, took part on that occasion 1 
If decision was considered more than once, 

took part more than once l 
Made proposal l 

. Was member of informal group which decided l 
Decided alone 2 

Individuals' scores for decisions in each of the three cost cate-

gories were calculated separately • .And for each individual a total 

decision making score was obtained by adding his scores on individual 

* See the following: Donald G. Hay, "A Scale for the Measurement 
of Social Participation of RuralHouseholds, 11 Rural Sociolog 13:285-294, 
September 1948; William H. Sewell, The Construction and Standardization 
of a Scale for the Measurement of the Socio-Economic Status of Oklahoma 
£!.rm Famili~, Agricultural Experiment Station Technical Bulletin No. 9. 
Stillwater, Oklahoma; Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College, April 
1940; and William H. Sewellt "The Development of a Sociometric Scale," 
Sociometry 5:279-297, August 1942. 
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decisions after multiplying by the following arbitrary weightings for 

different cost-of-decision classes: 

Cost of Decision 

Under $10 
$10 - $99 
$100 or more 

Weight 

l 
2 
3 
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